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Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Germany

Manufacturer less'n'more

Designer less'n'more

protection IP43

Scope of delivery LED

voltage suitability 110 - 240 Volt

material aluminum, concrete, glass

beam angle 25 - 100 degrees

lamp base concrete grey

dimming Push button dimmer at the light rod

Wattage 4.8 W

LED inclusive

Colour Rendering Index 90

Luminous flux in lm 600

Color temperature in Kelvin 2,700 extra warm white

lamp stand dimensions ∅ 23 cm

light head dimensions ∅ 7 cm

bulb exchange on site itself

Dimensions H max. 152 cm

Description

The Less'n'more Athene Concrete Battery Light Grey A-ABSL is a cordless floor
lamp with a rechargeable battery. The lamp can be recharged via the supplied
USB cable. The battery lasts for at least eight and a half hours. This Athene
floor lamp is offered with a grey concrete base. From the series, a lamp with a
white concrete lamp base is also available, the Athene Concrete Battery Light
White A-ABSL. The floor lamp can be tilted by 20 degrees via a ball joint on the
lamp base.

The Athene Concrete Battery Lamp Grey A-ABSL has a flexible lamp arm that
can be turned and bent as desired. At maximum extension of the lamp arm,
the floor lamp is 152 cm high. The flexible arm is available in the following
colours: aluminum, textile black, white, anthracite, blue, green, red and brown.
The beam angle of the light can be adjusted between 25 and 100 degrees by
turning the glass lens out of or into the lamp head. With a larger beam angle,
the light is distributed over a larger area.

Lamp head and rod are made of aluminum and are offered in the following
surfaces: aluminum and black. The base of the Athene concrete floor lamp has
a diameter of 23 cm. Due to the natural composition of the material for the
base, the surfaces may vary, i.e. be darker or lighter. The Athene Beton Battery
Lamp can be switched and dimmed via a button on the lamp rod. The lamp is
also offered with a conventional plug cable: Athene Concrete Floor Light A-BSL.
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